Wavefront characterization for orbital angular momentum (OAM) modes is demonstrated using quadrature phase-shift interference. The phase fronts and intensity profiles of OAM −2 , OAM −4 , OAM −6 , and OAM −8 are measured. Wavefront correlations between the experimental results and the pure Laguerre-Gaussian modes are calculated to evaluate the measurement. The measured results are in reasonable agreement with the anticipated results based on simulations.
There has been increasing interest in orbital angular momentum (OAM) modes, in which a propagating laser beam maintains a transverse angular phase profile equal to expilφ, where φ is the angular coordinate and l is the azimuthal index, defining the topologic charge of the OAM mode [1] . Among various OAM-carrying laser beams, Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes are the most usually referenced due to the fact that they form a complete set of orthogonal modes. Besides the azimuthal index (l),
LG beams have a radial index (p), which determines the radial distribution of the beam.
OAM modes have applications in many fields, including classical and quantum optical communications, imaging, as well as trapping and spinning of small particles [2] [3] [4] [5] , almost all of which require a high beam quality and a low wavefront distortion. For example, in nearfield optical communications, OAM modes, each carrying an independent data stream, can be multiplexed and demultiplexed efficiently, providing a higher transmission capacity and spectral efficiency [5] . However, unwanted wavefront distortions, e.g., due to turbulence along the path or imperfect optics, degrade the multiplexing and demultiplexing efficiency. Therefore, a laudable goal is to characterize the wavefronts of OAM beams, and obtain distortion information that could potentially be useful in distortion compensations.
In general, wavefront characterization of an OAM mode requires the measurement of both the intensity and phase profile in the transverse plane. Commonly used approaches of phase extraction for a laser beam include phase-stepping interferometry [6] [7] [8] , in which moving optical components provides a variable phase reference, and the Fourier-transform method [9] , in which the fringe pattern from off-axis interference is utilized to estimate the phase. Phase measurements of singularities in a vortex beam have been reported with the latter technique [10, 11] . Another method, reported recently, measures the positions of the focal spots behind an array of lenslets, resulting in a piecewise-linear approximation of the phase profile of the incoming beam with a spatial resolution determined by the lenslet size [12, 13] . In this Letter, we demonstrate phase-shift interference (PSI)-based wavefront characterization of OAM modes with a azimuthal index of −2, −4, −6, and −8 [14] . Wavefront correlations between the measured results and the pure LG modes are calculated. The measurement results fit reasonably well with the simulation results.
The principle of PSI-based phase reconstruction, as described in [8] , is depicted in Fig. 1 . A and B each stand for the complex amplitude of an OAM beam and a reference beam (i.e., a plane wave), respectively. These two beams are launched into a free-space hybrid, in which the OAM beam interferes with a reference beam on one path and with the π∕2 phase-shifted reference beam on the other path. Fringe patterns C and D from two outputs can be expressed as follows [8] :
(1) Here, jAj and Φ A are the amplitude and phase profiles of the OAM beam, respectively; jBj and Φ B are that of the reference beam. All variables here are functions of the transverse-plane coordinate with respect to the propagation direction of the beams. The beam intensities, including jAj 2 , jBj 2 , jA Bj 2 , and jA B expjπ∕2j 2 can be measured by a camera. Consequently, cosΦ A − Φ B and sinΦ A − Φ B can be determined, and the phase profile of the OAM beam can be derived as
where Φ B is a constant if the reference beam is considered a plane wave. In the experiment, only a single physical interferometer path is used, and two quadrature interferences are conducted sequentially, with a variable phase retarder placed on the path of the reference beam, as shown in Fig. 2 . A continuous-wave laser at 1550 nm is injected into a collimator, the output of which has a beam diameter of ∼3 mm. The collimated Gaussian beam is then split by a beam splitter (BS) into two copies, one of which is launched onto a spatial light modulator (SLM) loaded with a fork phase hologram to generate OAM beams [1, 5] , while the other copy is redirected as the reference beam. Since the SLM is polarization-dependent, a half-wave plate is inserted before the SLM to optimize the polarization of the incoming beam. Before interfering with the OAM beam, the reference beam is expanded by a telescope using two convex lenses, such that it is much larger than the transverse extent of the incoming OAM beam. A liquid crystal phase retarder is inserted in the path of the reference beam to control the phase shift of the reference beam. Switching the output voltage of the liquid crystal controller between 0 and 1.76 V corresponds to a phase shift of 0 and π∕2, respectively. Then the OAM beam and the reference beam are properly combined coaxially by a second BS to obtain the interference. An infrared camera is used to measure the intensity profile of the OAM beam, the reference beam, and the fringe patterns with 0 and π∕2 phase-shifts in sequence. If a dual-path interferometer is used, the two quadrature interferograms can be recorded with a single-shot measurement, and the measurement speed can be improved [8] . Accordingly, the phase profiles of the OAM beams can be retrieved based on Eq. (3). As an example, Fig. 3 shows the measured intensities to characterize the wavefront of OAM −4 beam. It can be seen that with a π∕2 phase shift in the reference beam, the fringe pattern between OAM −4 and the reference beam rotates by ∼π∕8. This occurs because an OAM −4 beam has a phase term of expi4φ, and the ratio between azimuthal angle and phase change of the wavefront is 1∶4.
Figures 4(a1)-4(a4) and 4(b1)-4(b4) illustrate the measured intensity profiles and the recovered phase fronts of experimentally generated OAM modes, including OAM −2 , OAM −4 , OAM −6 , and OAM −8 using the proposed setup. As references, Fig. 4(c1)-4(c4) illustrate the simulated phase fronts of corresponding LG modes [1] . Compared to the simulated results, the experimentally recovered phase is blurry at the vortex center and in the region beyond the OAM circle. This is mainly due to the fact that the OAM beams have a relative low power in these regions. This, in combination with the limited dynamic range of the camera and its noise, yields a very low signal-to-noise ratio measurement. Additionally, the blurry region at the center of the beam is larger for a higher-order OAM beam, which has a larger ring-shaped intensity distribution, as can be seen in Figs. 4(a1)-4(a4). It is also noted that the measured phase fronts twist along the azimuthal direction faster than the simulated results. The major reason we believe is that the reference beam (a plane wave) in the experiment is approximated by an expanded Gaussian beam, which has a curved phase front. This curved phase front is transferred to the measured results and it enhances the twisting of the phase.
Here, the OAM modes were generated by irradiating a fundamental Gaussian mode onto a forked diffraction grating. Consequently, the resulting beams are not pure LG 0l modes (i.e., LG pl with p 0) but rather a superposition of an infinite number of LG modes, fLG pl ; p ≥ 0g, having the same azimuthal index but different radial index values [15, 16] . To study this issue we calculated the correlation between the measured wavefronts of the generated OAM modes and those of pure LG modes with the same azimuthal index but a radial index of 0, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (squares) . Clearly, the correlation is less than unity and decreases with the azimuthal index, as more power is carried by radially higher-order (p > 0)
LG modes. This result is in accord with simulations, in which we multiplied a helical phase term expilφ with a Gaussian beam and took a Fourier transform to investigate the far-field spatial profiles and their correlations with far-field images of the corresponding LG 0l modes, as also shown in Fig. 5 (open circles) . A similar trend of a monotonically decreasing correlation as a function of azimuthal index (l) is observed, although the measured dots consistently fall below the simulated results. We attribute a major part of this discrepancy to the limited phase changes that the SLM can apply. The phase modulation depth of our SLM was only ∼1.6π, while a modulation depth of ≥2π is required for the generation of high-quality LG beams [17] . Simulated correlation results for different modulation depths appear in Fig. 5 . Indeed, the simulated curve with a modulation depth of 1.6π provides a better fit to the measured dots. The rest of the differences can be attributed to measurement errors, including the limited dynamic range of the camera, and stages vibrations. A higher-dynamic range camera and antivibration stages can be used to potentially improve the measurement accuracy.
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